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Lecture 5:
Forces that Act
on Materials
FALL TERM 2007- LECTURE 5

Lecture Outline: Week 5
‣ Review/questions of last lecture/lab
‣ Physical Forces that Act on Materials Lecture

The Saga of the Comet Airliner
Background:
The British DeHavilland Comet was the world’s first commercially successful jet-powered airliner.
Released in 1950, it was powered by four Rolls-Royce jet turbines. The comet could fly farther, higher and
faster than its piston engined predecessors and competitors (approx. 450 kts.)
The Comet was also unique in that it had a pressurized cabin and cockpit, allowing it to cruise above 15,000
feet, where non-pressurized airliners were normally limited.
Unfortunately, one of the planes mysteriously exploded over Malta, resulting in an extensive investigation by
British aviation authorities. (Source: bbc.co.uk)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/shropshire/features/places/cosford/images/gallery_dh_comet.jpg

The Saga of the Comet Airliner
The Problem:
One fragment collected from the scene of the crash showed that a
crack had developed due to metal fatigue near the radio direction
finding aerial window, situated in the front of the cabin roof.
The investigators found that a small weakness such as this would
quickly deteriorate under pressure, and would rapidly lead to a
sudden and general break-up of the fuselage.

The Remedy:
The square windows of the Comet 1 were redesigned as oval for
the Comet 2, which first flew in 1953.
The skin sheeting was thickened slightly. The remaining Comet 1s
and 1As were either scrapped or modified with oval window rip-stop
doublers and a program to produce a Comet 2 with more powerful
Rolls-Royce Avon engines was delayed.
The Comet did not resume commercial airline service until 1958,
when the much-improved Comet 4 was introduced . (Source: bbc.co.uk)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/shropshire/features/places/cosford/images/gallery_dh_comet.jpg

The Saga of the Comet Airliner: Comet Mk IV.

The Concorde

The Concorde

Materials and Forces
‣

The development of human technology in structure is well
documented since antiquity.

‣

The first man-made structures were piles of loose stone which
rose vertically and horizontally. Structure was at a minimum.

‣

The Greeks used simple structures. They did not have the
arch, and thus could only span roofs with many columns and
short horizontal lintels.

‣

The Romans discovered the arch, which allowed them to
cover great open areas without columns.

‣

In the Middle Ages, Gothic builders set stone upon stone
and achieved great heights without metal reinforcement.

‣

Eventually, iron and steel replaced stone and wood.
Eventually,with steel, long trusses could be made. Steel cable
and rod could be rolled and woven to stiffen concrete. With
steel high rise buildings and suspension bridges were made
possible.

‣

In the twenty-first century, we are seeing the use of composite
materials, with extremely high tensile and compressive strength
being used. An example would be the composite fuselage and
wings of new aircraft, such as the Boeing Dreamliner.
(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.beeswaxrubberstamps.com/archway4.gif

Materials and Architecture
‣

The most direct links between
material and form come
through the forces that
materials transmit and carry.
The following illustrations
show the forms that are made
possible by the materials of
structures. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials
and Design)

http://www.beeswaxrubberstamps.com/archway4.gif

Materials and Architecture
‣

Stone and cemented brick are
strong in compression, weak in
bending and tension, requiring designs
that transmit loads by compression:
closely spaced columns or compressive
arches (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and Design)

http://www.stevenbrooke.com/

Materials and Architecture
‣

Wood is strong in tension, compression and bending,
allowing triangulated space-frames or trusses and
cantilevered structures

‣

Here the forms reflect the high strength-to-weight ratio
of wood, and its ability to carry tensile and compressive
loads. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and Design)

Materials and Architecture
‣

Early cast iron like stone, is brittle tension-wise forcing designs to
follow the column-arch principle which transmits loads by compression.

‣

Ideally, cast iron, which can be cast in delicate forms (e.g. lattice) allows a
new lightness to appear in the structure but is still weak in tension and
bending. (Ashby & Johnson, Materials and Design)

Materials and Architecture
‣

Wrought iron and steel overcome the brittleness of cast iron,
allowing slender members that can accommodate tension or bending.
(e.g. Patullo Bridge structure) (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and Design)

http://www.thepencafe.com/images/patullo_bridge.jpg

Materials and Architecture
‣

Reinforced concrete, like steel, has tensile as well as
compressive strength, and the ease with which the reinforcement
can be shaped allows for fluid structures. A prime example would
be the Sydney Opera House by Ove Arup. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials
and Design)

Materials and Architecture
‣

Fabrics and hightensile strength steel
carry tensile loads well but
are unable to carry
bending or compression
(they buckle)(Ashby and Johnson,
Materials and Design)

‣

For an example, think of a
fabric sail from a ship or
BC Place’s teflon roof.

http://www.vancouver2010.com/images/gallery/fr/mediaCentre/lowRes/2006/01/BC_P

Materials and Architecture
‣

Much of the materials and forms
that we discussed here had been
devised before the science of stress
analysis had developed.

‣

However, designers were able to
visualize the forces and the
relationship between force, material
and form.

‣

Many of the forms that we saw in
previous slides were influenced by
the nature of the material of which its
structure is made.

‣

In one sense, form follows material.
(Ashby and Johnson, Materials and Design)

Case Study: Physical Forces that
Act on Chairs
‣

Because of their nature and their
interaction with humans, chairs must
meet obvious mechanical constraints.

‣

Happily for designers, the form is not
limited by the function entirely- if it
were so, all chairs would look the
same.

‣

However, once the material is
chosen, designers must realize the
the form is constrained. (Ashby and Johnson,
Materials and Design)

Image: IKEA Canada

Case Study: Physical Forces that
Act on Chairs
‣

A chair has two basic components: a frame
to carry the mechanical loads and a seat to
adapt the frame to the shape of the user.

‣

The chair in the photo is comprised of the
following materials, the frame is tubular steel
and the seat is molded, corrugated
polypropylene.

‣

Question: Why do you think the designer
used these materials in this configuration?
Could you reverse the materials e.g.
polypropylene for the legs? (Ashby and Johnson,
Materials and Design)

http://www.designpublic.com/

Case Study: Physical Forces that
Act on Chairs
‣

In this example, Philippe Starck has
manipulated polypropylene to create a
molded seat that is soft and playful.

‣

In the next image, Charles and Ray
Eames use fiberglass to create two shells,
joined and bonded to a chrome-plated
tubular steel base. (Ashby and Johnson, Materials and Design)

Case Study: Physical Forces that
Act on Chairs
‣

The last image is a of an inflated
PVC and has a bulbuous,
pneumatic look about it. Here, the
frame has disappeared and the seat
is also the support.

‣

Can you think of any disadvantages
of the inflated chair?

Struts and Ties- The Elements of
Structure
‣

In the forest, trees grow tall, thin and straight in
the competitive attempt to reach the sunlight.

‣

The tree’s circumstances help control its form
but the tree’s material and structure that must hold
its form intact against the force of the elements, the
wind, the rain, snow and gravity.

‣

In the long limbs, the fibers of wood on the
upper surface are in tension, as gravity pulls the
limb downwards, and the fibers on the bottom
half of the limb are compressed together.

‣

Torsion occurs inside the wood as gravity pulls
curving limbs.

‣

Shear is found in the movement between the
fibers of wood as the wind sways the branches
and trunks about, bending them this way and
that. (Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www2.slac.stanford.edu/tip/2005/may6/trees-web.jpg

The Forces Acting on Materials
‣

With these five forces, tension, compression,
torsion, shear and bending, the tree is
mimicking an established theme, one that every
form on this earth must contend with. This
theme is called ‘structure’.

‣

Structure simply defined is “the way to achieve
most strength from the least material...and
constructed from the material most suited to the
kind of stress placed on it.” (Williams)

‣

Structure has one tenet or focus: ‘getting the
very most out of the very least’. (Christopher
Williams, Origin of Forms)

Image: Williams, Origins of Forms

The Forces Acting on Materials
‣

Structure is not making something strong through
acquiring mass, but rather using less material in the
most feasible way.

‣

Structure is about economy. Without economy of
structure, a bird would not fly, they would fall to the
ground from their sheer weight. Similarly, without
economy, a bridge would not hold its own weight,
nor could a tree.

‣

Interestingly, the very large and light, and the very
strong and fast make best use of economy. (Christopher
Williams, Origin of Forms)

Image: Williams, Origins of Forms

The Forces Acting on Materials
‣

If we examine the kite, airplane or bird, their
primary function is to stay aloft, supported
only by the density of the air.

‣

Logically, in order to do this, the materials of
the flying object must be constructed in such
a way to be light and yet be strong enough
to withstand violent action (e.g. wind gusts)

‣

Over-structuring would severely hamper the
function because of the added weight of
unused material.

‣

Conversely, the strength/weight ratio is not
so important for an office building like
Surrey Central, or an elephant. They can
afford to be overburdened with heavier
materials because they are surface based.
(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.sax.org/images/kite.jpg

The Forces of Stress
‣

In all structures and forms, the forces of stress are the same: compression,
tension, torsion, shear, and bending.

‣

It is crucial to examine these five forces to understand how they regulate
structure and form so definitively. (Image: Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)
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Stresses: Compression
‣

Compression is the simplest and the most
basic of these stresses.

‣

Compression is the direct expression of
gravity pulling everything to the center of the
earth. Water quickly flows to the earth’s low
places and is held in place by gravity.

‣

Gravity holds most of man-made structures
tightly together in compression.

‣

Columns, piers, posts, pylons rise vertically
from the floor or ground in compression to
hold the horizontal members, lintels, rafters
and floors away from the ground.
(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/car-suspension2.htm

Stresses: Compression
‣

Compression is also produced by the
tightening edges of a screw or bolt in
the squeezing of a peg inside a hole.

‣

Form wise, the designed and natural forms
that assume mostly compressive loads are
usually thick and short; the elephant leg and the
marble column. (Williams)

‣

Another prime example is the gas shock for
your car. The air or gas inside the tension
membrane acts as the compression element.
(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/car-suspension2.htm

Stresses: Tension
‣

Tension is the completely opposite from
compression. Where there is one, there has to be
the other

‣

Examples of tension structures are expressed in
such forms as spider-webs, umbrellas, suspension
bridges and bicycle wheels (spokes).

‣

Tension structures are typically light,
thin and often linear in appearance.

‣

For example, the spokes on a bike wheel are in
tension pulling the outside rim into the center.
The rim is in compression. The bicycle wheel is
therefore a self-contained tension/
compression structure. The rim and tire are
in compression.

‣

The umbrella is the opposite to the bike wheel.
The spokes on the umbrella push it out in
compression and the fabric outside holds it tight
while it is in tension. (Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.sciencefirst.com/pctr/40202.jpg

Strength: Tension vs. Compression
‣

Structures with a majority of compression
members are not as strong pound for pound
as tension structures.

‣

Think of a steel bar 1/2” in diameter and one
foot long as an example.

‣

That steel bar one foot long would be able to
support a weight of 1000 lbs. before buckling.
The same bar, if lengthened to five feet, would
only be able to support 250 lbs. before failing.

‣

The same bar, however, if used in tension and
hanging its load, would be able to hold the
same 1000 lbs. at one foot, two feet, 10 feet,
100 feet and so on.

‣

Tensional strength does not diminish in length.
An example would be the tension cables of the
Lions Gate Bridge.

‣

On the other hand, compression structures
must be thicker and heavier in girth as they
become bigger. (Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)
Image courtesy: Williams, Origins of Form

Stresses: Shear
‣

Tension and compression are the pure forms
of stress and the basis for the other three:
shear, bending and torsion.

‣

Shear is a complex stress- it can
result from compression and tension
in various combinations.

‣

When two forces are thrust in opposing
directions and offset or slide by each other,
shear is present.

‣

In an earthquake, subterranean plates shift,
tension and compression build up, forcing
faults to snap and hence the shear.

‣

Faults and cracks are parallel to the direction
of the force that caused them.

‣

Shear is also present when you rub your
hands together, shearing sheets of paper with
scissors etc. (Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.georesources.co.uk/kobeplates2.gif

Stresses: Shear
‣

In structures, shear and bending is found
between the pulling of tension and the pushing of
compression.

‣

Image a deck of cards being held between the
thumb and finger of one hand.

‣

If the hand closes, compressing the cards
together, the deck will bend and the cards on the
top will appear shorter than those on the
bottom. This is due to the curve being a shorter
diameter on the inside versus outside.

‣

Not only does each card in the deck bend when
pressure is placed on the ends, but they will shear
in relation to each other as they are bended
(adjusting their position).

‣

Here we have witnessed compression, shearing
and bending. (Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

Image: Williams, Origins of Forms

Stresses: Torsion
‣

In structural concerns, torsion is the least

‣
‣

In simple terms, think of Torsion as twisting.

prevalent, but it is the most complex, because
it is a result of all the other four forces.

The operation of the automobile relies a lot on
torsion.

‣

The driver’s hands turn the steering wheel, exerting
a torsional force which is transferred torsionally to
the front wheels.

‣

The drive shaft applies torque to the gearbox and
allows the car to move forward.

‣

Think of torsion as a specialized bending, a
circular bending: cantilevered beams, tree limbs, and
animal bones all have torsional forces anticipated
and resolved. (Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.procarcare.com/images/shar/encyclopedia/8852MG13.gif

Stresses and Shape/Form
‣

Because of their lack of sophistication, man-made
structures depend upon a generalization of form:
circles, domes, squares, rectangles and triangles.

‣

Of these forms, the simple shape, the triangle, is
seen to be repeated over and over again in nature
as well as in man-made structures.

‣

The reason for its success is it’s simplicity: it is
very stable.

‣

If we were to form a square using matchsticks and
push pins, the square could be deformed to any
degree desired. The square is unstable.

‣

If we were to add a cross member (diagonally) the
square can be made rigid. The diagonal brace
makes two triangles!

‣

(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

Image: Williams, Origins of Forms

Stresses and Shape/Form
‣

This is evident in the building of houses.
Structural members are usually weakest
at their intersections. A force on the
outside of the house could exert great
pressure at the intersections. Hence,
builders use diagonal struts or angle
brackets to strengthen the
intersections. This is called triangulation.
(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.thesellphone.ca/assets/images/building_house_frame02.jpg

Environmental Forces: Wear
‣

Wear is caused by the friction of one substance
against another. Each substance relinquishes a
certain quantity of matter to the tearing action
of the other.

‣

If wind moves against a rock, the wind is halted
at a point of contact. But in stopping the wind’s
movement, minute particles that form the rock’s
surface are themselves broken free.

‣

Therefore, all wear is a compromise; both
substances lose at the point of contact. Of
course wear depends on such variables as
speeds, pressures, and hardness. (Christopher
Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://hoodad.fortunecity.com/martin60-020.jpg

Environmental Forces: Wear
‣

Gentle breezes can reduce masses of
crystalline rock only through time and vast
quantities of air. Water is more efficient at
wearing down rock and requires less time.

‣

The direction of contact is also important.

‣

A wiping action, one in which the
substances pass one another in a parallel
course, tends to smooth the surface. This
is called polishing.

‣

When wear takes place in man-made
settings, it is usually through the friction of
materials sliding together. e.g. sock and
shoe rubbing together. (Christopher Williams,
Origin of Forms)

http://www.ngsprints.co.uk/images/M/516189.jpg

Environmental Forces: Wear
‣

With touching between touching surfaces,
wearing is unavoidable-especially in man-made
surfaces.

‣

The choice is which surface should relinquish its
material to a greater degree which is common
with dissimilar materials.

‣

Machine bearings are made purposely of soft
lead or bronze alloy to aid lubrication. They are
actually designed to wear because the shaft is
harder to replace. (Christopher Williams, Origin of
Forms)
Image: Glass Surface http://www.fch.akbild.ac.at/

Environmental Forces: Wear
‣

A sheet of glass to our fingers feels very even and slick,
but smoothness is important. A fly can walk up a window
pane with enough footholds in the material.

‣

Any material magnified under the microscope will be
revealed as craggy and rough. It is this roughness that
speeds wear.

‣

Pressure is also another important factor in wear.
When two surfaces are held firmly together are moved
in opposition to each other, the two surface burrs are
sheared off, and a new surface burr is created and the
process is repeated. e.g. clutch plates.

‣

As well, a very rough surface will wear faster
than one that is smooth. A tire squealing on rough

asphalt will wear quicker than if done on smooth
concrete because of greater friction. (Christopher Williams,
Origin of Forms)

Image: Glass Surface http://www.fch.akbild.ac.at/

Lubricants: Reducing Wear
‣

One antidote to reducing wear and friction is
to use lubricants.

‣

Lubricants are designed to penetrate
minutely rough surfaces and build a cushion
between the two materials in contact.

‣

This cushion not only makes the surface in
contact very smooth by leveling the ins and
outs, but also compromises the movement
from both sides. (Christopher Williams, Origin of
Forms)

http://www.moly.imoa.info/images2/lubricant_additive.jpg

Other Types of Wear: Perpendicular
and Multi-directional
‣

Most wear associated with man’s
actions and his devices comes
about from his parallel surface
movement.

‣

But there are other types of less
commonly known wear:

‣

The first is primarily in a
direction perpendicular to
the surface: Think of hail stones

being flung into the windshield of a
car by the wind.

‣

(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.dargate.com/225_auction/225_pics/69.jpg

Other Types of Wear: Perpendicular
and Multi-directional

‣

The second is multidirectional: A
granite outcropping facing the surge of an
exposed coastline will change its form to
mimic that of the wave action resulting in
smooth, concave shapes.

‣

Human appendages are also agents of
multidirectional wear. Think of feet sliding
over curbstones, hands rubbing turnstiles,
straps and door handles. These are all
examples of multidirectional wearing.
(Christopher Williams, Origin of Forms)

http://www.dargate.com/225_auction/225_pics/69.jpg

Other Types of Wear: Water and
Liquids
‣
‣
‣

Water and liquids can have a wearing effect on materials

‣

Rot is caused by fungi which live parasitically on cellulose since fungi
can not photosynthesize for themselves and need a host.

‣
‣

The spores of fungi are nearly always present in woodwork.

‣

Interestingly, as the moisture content of wood in an unheated
structure is around 15%, rot can take hold in an unventilated and
damp corner.

‣

One famous example was the DeHavilland Mosquito aircraft. These
aircraft had their fuselages built out of plywood. Because the aircraft
were left outside in the rainy English and tropical war theatres, the
compartments of the wooden fuselages began to collect water.

‣

Rot, either in the glue or wood would develop within a few months.
Because of the numerous airplanes in the RAF, the only way to
determine if rot had set in was to check for bad odours.

Rain can scar rock over a long period of time with tiny pockmarks.
Much the same can be achieved by water and chemicals dissolving
perpendicularly into mineral surfaces, and so etching a roughness
into them. In the case of iron based metals, they will cause rust

Rot can not flourish if the moisture content of the wood is below
18 percent. As well, good ventilation will prevent the growth of
fungi.

(J.E. Gordon, The New Science of Strong Materials)

http://www.eleganthack.com/archives/rust.jpg

Other Types of Wear:
Water and Liquids
‣

Interestingly, as the moisture content of
wood in an unheated structure is around
15%, rot can take hold in an unventilated
and damp corner.

‣

One famous example was the DeHavilland
Mosquito aircraft. These aircraft had their
fuselages built out of plywood. Because the
aircraft were left outside in the rainy English
and tropical war theatres, the
compartments of the wooden fuselages
began to collect water.

‣

Rot, either in the glue or wood would
develop within a few months. Because of
the numerous airplanes in the RAF, the only
way to determine if rot had set in was to
check for bad odours. (J.E. Gordon,The New
Science of Strong Materials)

http://www.eleganthack.com/archives/rust.jpg

